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Presenting the GAP and LEX ECO asymmetric downlights from
Arkoslight, a range of stylish LED ceiling lights which provide a wall
wash effect.

GAP LED asymmetric


retracted position of the lamp ensures low glare illumination



choice of 12volt MR16 or 240volt GU10 LED lamps



20º lamp angle



Ø 96mm trim in white finish



rotating bezel for easy lamp changing



electronic LED driver



dimmable options



simple lines and narrow trim means it can be integrated easily
into any architectural style



options include 5watt, 8watt and 11watt LED
See more...

LEX asymmetric


choice of 12watt or 24.5watt on-board LED (up to 2350lm)



choice of 3000k or 4000k



25º lamp angle



Ø 151mm



white trim finish



electronic driver



dimmable options



LEX is available with an additional 1watt LEX BLUE LED, an
indirect perimeter light to light up the reflector and produce a
bluish presence light.
See more...

Copper pendants
A range of modern copper pendants with a simple aesthetic look,
striking as either a single or multiple pendant.
Body options include long or short cylindrical body or cornet-shaped
body, all with an 80mm ceiling canopy and E27 lampholder.
Flex options include Black & White Fabric, Black Fabric, Clear PVC
and Brown fabric, all available with matching cord grips and standard
1m length flex.
Finish available in:


Brushed and clear lacquered (standard finish)



Antiqued Copper



Heat treated copper, lacquered



Aged Copper (acid dipped to accelerate the patina, standard
finish)
See more...

Wally
Miguel Mila's famous Cesta family of lamps, designed in 1962, feature
the same white opal globe shape and formal elegance.
Updated to accommodate LED globes, the Cesta and Cestita lamps
use traditional cherry wood or Sumatran pine frames with an adjustable
handle. Its oval volume and handle make it an object-lamp to be placed
both on tabletops and floors.
The Wally wall light is fixed by a metal arm and ring with a dark bronze
finish.
With its delicate, unassuming light, this is an iconic traditional range
with timeless appeal.
See more...

Horsham Golf Club
Sonic Lighting was pleased to design and supply the lighting for
Horsham Golf Club.
The club recently rebuilt after the club house was destroyed in the
devastating 2009 bushfires. This project was designed by James
Deans & Associates and all are extremely pleased with the final
results.
See more...

